Where are you working today?
There’s a Jabra device that’s perfectly optimized for every location

**Home - Individual use**

- Will you be video conferencing with your colleagues today?
  - No: WE RECOMMEND A WIRELESS HEADSET
  - Yes: WE RECOMMEND A PERSONAL VIDEOCONFERENCING CAMERA PAIRED WITH A HEADSET OR SPEAKERPHONE

**Office - Individual & Group use**

- Is it important to have the freedom to move around when you’re working?
  - Yes: WE RECOMMEND A WIRELESS HEADSET
  - No: WE RECOMMEND A HEADSET DESIGNED FOR ALL-DAY CONVERSATIONS

- Do you spend the majority of your day on calls?
  - Yes: WE RECOMMEND ANC
  - No: WE RECOMMEND THE BEST TNC

- Will the noise around you compromise your concentration?
  - Yes: WE RECOMMEND ANC
  - No: WE RECOMMEND THE BEST TNC

**On the go - Individual use**

- Will you be working in a very noisy environment?
  - Yes: WE RECOMMEND PREMIUM, PROFESSIONAL MICROPHONES
  - No: WE RECOMMEND ANC

- Will you be video conferencing at your desk or in a Larger room?
  - Own desk: WE RECOMMEND A HEADSET DESIGNED FOR ALL-DAY CONVERSATIONS
  - Larger room: WE RECOMMEND THE PORTABLE PANACAST PAIRED WITH A SPEAKERPHONE

- Will the noise around you compromise your concentration?
  - Yes: WE RECOMMEND ANC
  - No: WE RECOMMEND THE BEST TNC

- Are you looking for the best concentration?
  - Yes: WE RECOMMEND THE BEST TNC
  - No: WE RECOMMEND ANC

**Additional questions**

- Will you be in public spaces?
- Are you looking for the best concentration?
- Do you want a portable camera for flexible use?